Sales and Service Partners
ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLUMBIA
ECUADOR
PARAGUAY
PERU
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA
E+S Gammerler
Equipamentos Gráficos Ltda.
04511-001 São Paulo SP
Brazil
ivo.de.rizzo@gammerler.com.br
www.gammerler.com
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
MEGTEC Systems Australia, Inc.
Glen Waverley Victoria 3150
fgustafsson@megtec.com
www.megtec.com.au
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
SWITZERLAND
Gämmerler GmbH
82538 Geretsried-Gelting
lauber@gaemmerler.de
www.gaemmerler.com
BAHRAIN
OMAN
QATAR
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
YEMEN
Dynagraph for Printing Industry LLC
Dubai/UAE
jkanaan@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
WRH Global Belgium
3530 Houthalen
sylvie.laigneil@wrh-global.be
www.wrh-global.be
CANADA
GammerlerTech Corporation
1560 12th St E,
Palmetto, FL 34221
USA
jjastrzebski@gammerlertech.com
www.gammerlertech.com
CHINA
Gammerler GmbH
Representative Office China
Beijing 100011
o.pan@gammerler.cn
www.gammerler.com

COSOVO
CROATIA
MACEDONIA
SERBIA
SLOVENIA
MONTENEGRO
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
Prosistem Graf d.o.o.
1290 Grosuplje/Slovenia
tomo@prosistem-graf.si
www.prosistem-graf.si/en#

HUNGARY
ROMANIA
Prosystem Print Kft.
2151 Fot
prosystem@prosystem.hu
www.prosystem.hu

CZECH REPUBLIC
SLOWAKIA
G+P Technik s.r.o.
25262 Praha-Horomerice
siegfried.bytomski@gptechnik.cz
www.gptechnik.cz

INDONESIA
MALAYSIA
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
TAIWAN
MEbiz Engineering Sdn. Bhd.
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Malaysia
sammebiz@gmail.com

DENMARK
NORWAY
SWEDEN
GraphicM AB
254 55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
EGYPT
SUDAN
Texti Co. Industrial Trading Distribution
Cairo
info@texti-eg.com
www.texti-eg.com
ETHIOPIA
KENYA
UGANDA
Typotech Imaging Systems Ltd
Kampala/Uganda
alfred.kandarah@typotechkenya.com
www.typotech-imaging.com
FINLAND
WRH Global Nordic OY
00210 Helsinki
marko.roini@wrh-global-nordic.com
FRANCE
Gammerler S.a.r.l.
94386 Bonneuil-Sur-Marne Cedex
info@gammerler.fr
www.gammerler.com
GREECE
Dimitris Vaxevanidis & SIA O.E.
Graphic Arts & Paper Processing
153 51 Pallini - Athens
info@vaxevanidis.gr
www.vaxevanidis.gr

INDIA
Memory Repro System (P) Ltd.
110015 New Delhi
sales@memoryrepro.com

IRAK
LEBANON
SYRIA
Alpha Print Graphics
Lebanon
iraphael65@hotmail.com
IRAN
Premat S.A.
1201 Geneva/Switzerland
ruedi.kummler@premat.ch
ISRAEL
Bental Graphic Ltd.
48091 Rosh-Haayin
yoram.barak@bentalgraphic.co.il
www.bentalgraphic.co.il
ITALY
bwebsystems srl.
20900 Monza (MB)
info@gaemmerler.it
gaemmerler@bwebsystems.it
JORDANIA
Dynagraph for Printing Industry Sal
1100 2050 Beirut/Libanon
akhoury@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
KUWAIT
Dynagraph Kuwait WII
70655 Shuwaikh
wabbas@dynagraph.net
etnemnom@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net

NETHERLANDS
ADKOW B.V.
4181 CH Waardenburg
info@adkow.nl
www.adkow.nl
POLAND
G+P Technik Polska Sp. z o. o.
43-190 Mikołów
m.friedrich@gptechnik.pl
www.gptechnik.pl
PORTUGAL
SPAIN
Alsa Import S.A.
08008 Barcelona/Spain
eig@alsaimport.es
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
UKRAINE
OOO SIKO
125252 Moscow
j.durnev@siko-group.com
SAUDI ARABIA
Dynagraph Saudi Arabia Ltd.
Riyadh
aghneim@dynagraph.net
SOUTH AFRICA
Ipex Machinery
8000 Cape Town
stephen@ipex.co.za
TURKEY
KOLBUS Matbaa Makinaları
Satıs ve Servis Ltd. Sti.
34235 Giyimkent-Esenler
erolipin@kolbus.com.tr
UNITED KINGDOM
Gammerler Limited
York, YO26 6QU
david@gammerler.co.uk
www.gammerler.co.uk
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
GammerlerTech Corporation
1560 12th St E,
Palmetto, FL 34221
USA
ggammerler@gammerlertech.com
www.gammerlertech.com

MEXICO
Gammerler, S.A. de C.V.
14210 Mexico, D.F.
ario.sojo@gammerler.com.mx
www.gammerler.com
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ExpoPrint Latin America 2018 - a Hightech Event
Gämmerler Internal
Education - a Major Topic in Iran
Investment Program at Gämmerler

40 Years

Editorial
40 Years of Gämmerler

Dear Readers,

It is no matter of course that our company is by far
the oldest manufacturer of complete postpress system
in weboffset and gravure printing, that we have sig-

for Gämmerler the year 2018 is a real jubilee anni-

nificantly influenced the industry and that today the

versary, a celebration of our company’s 40th year

majority of the complete systems originates from Gäm-

(1978-2018).

merler. And that we have been successful in bringing

However, considering the present times the idea of

to marketability the segment knife for rotary trimmers,

celebrating seems at conflict with the current market.

the Liftpack-Technology of the compensating stackers,

There have certainly been more occasions to celebrate

the belt-overhead conveying system and much more,

for Gämmerler in the past, a thought shared by most

the attention should be drawn on these facts too.

of our customers of their own company. Of course it
is not easy to touch reality moving away from selfcongratulations and fanfares that are usual associated
with jubilees. Nevertheless we attempt to describe the
actual facts.

However, we do not want to bother you any longer
with our look into the rearview mirror. Long ago Gämmerler has turned on the high beam working with vigor
to master the future, that’s what we promise you. To
give you an insight into our Company we would be

One of the facts for example is the process of change

glad to welcome you to our premises. And of course

the printing industry is still subject to and of course this

we would be delighted to visit you in your company

fact affects Gämmerler as well. The interview on page

to discuss your projects. We are looking forward to

3 with our owner representative allows some insights

meeting you soon and to cooperating with you for a

related thereto.

successful common future!
Yours sincerely!

Ralf Selinger

Erich Wirthwein
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3 INTERVIEW DR. SCHUBERT

Interview with
Dr. Hannspeter Schubert
CEO of the Investment Company Blue Cap AG

Blue Cap is a listed Industrial Holding based in Munich.
Since 2006 Blue Cap has been investing in mediumsized production companies of a sales bandwidth of
EUR 10 to 100 million.
Blue Cap gets involved in companies with capital and
also operationally. The Blue Cap Management has a
long term experience in industry. Blue Cap aims mainly
to hold the majority of an investment.
At present the portfolio of the Blue Cap Group includes
companies active in the fields of adhesives, special machine construction, production engineering, packaging
technology, medicine and measurement technology,
as well as precious metals. The industry independence
and the branch diversification emphasize the long term
approach of the Industrial Holding.

GM-MAGAZINE:
´ Dr. Schubert, in 2011 you acquired Gämmerler and its
affiliated companies and since then you have accompanied its reorientation. From today’s view would you
take this step once again?´
DR. SCHUBERT:
Laughs. ´ Considering the perspective of the year 2012,
of course. However, there is no doubt that the industrial transformation has changed the print market step by
step and the challenges we have to face now are more
significant than originally thought. But nevertheless, to
reply to your question, I would do it again.´
GM-MAGAZINE:
´ What is Gämmerler’s position today?´
DR. SCHUBERT:
´ This question needs some explanation. The processes
of change in this sector directly affect the suppliers to
this industry. As long as the consolidation in weboffset
and gravure printing keeps going on, the adaptation
processes of the plant manufacturers will continue
as well. That is why your question is not so easy to
reply to. We are in the middle of a dynamic process.
Being the oldest and most important market player
Gämmerler’s advantage is that the company has a very
high global installed base.

CEO Dr. Hannspeter Schubert

INTERVIEW DR. SCHUBERT 4

For example many people are not aware that in China

tely the market players - including Gämmerler - have

Gämmerler’s market share is very high and its equip-

not managed during the past to establish a consistent

ment is increasingly used in the mailroom of daily

solution.´

newspapers. This fact offers us the chance of acting
independently from pure new machinery business. The

GM-MAGAZINE:

most important adaptations to the new market chal-

´BlueCap together with the Planatol Holding has further

lenges have been completed to the greatest extent

shares in the graphic industry. From your view will there

possible and in the meantime we are again heavily in-

be new synergies resulting from this?´

vesting into new developments.´

DR. SCHUBERT:

GM-MAGAZINE:

´ Of course. Where it makes sense, for example in the

´ Catchword new development: What is the state of the

distribution network.´

developments referring to packaging and postpress
4.0, that were published last?´

GM-MAGAZINE:
´ How do you see the development of Gämmerler for

DR. SCHUBERT:

the next five years?´

´ In the field of packaging research and development
have been intensified during the last two years and

DR. SCHUBERT:

we have received the acceptance for a system installed

´ I see it positively. Gämmerler actively participates in

at a renowned packaging manufacturer. Another de-

the market consolidation. The recent merger of our

velopment in this segment was less successful and is

US subsidiary with a wellknown market player will

being revalued at present. In this case the challenge is

strengthen our success on the North American market.

to close the gap between product diversity and auto-

Restructuring of the Management in Gelting is comple-

mation. Specifically the systems in the fold- and gluing

ted. The objectives are clearly defined. Due to the fact

sector, which are installed at small and medium-sized

that the useful life of our installations keeps increasing

enterprises are not used necessarily in three-shift ope-

additional need is being created in the field of retrofit,

ration. So for our customers a reliable ROI calculation

service and spare parts supply. At present this field is

is quite difficult. For us the challenge is to develop and

being expanded. In parallel the company size has to

produce highly automated installations with low setup

correspond to the market requirements , but neverthel-

times, meeting the payback periods the customer is re-

ess must be in a position to absorb peak loads. Our

quiring. A really difficult task.

network of long term partners allows us to meet this
demand. The strength and experience of the sharehol-

In the field of G- Connect and Postpress 4.0 as well

der BlueCap with its focus on a sustainable company

we had to register some setbacks. In particular the

development is for Gämmerler a great advantage. In a

implementation of industry solutions with the aim of

word, Gämmerler is well positioned with an unrestric-

a standardization showed us the limits of the diverse

ted confidence in the future of the printing industry,

niches. Meanwhile we have identified the deficits and

including packaging.´

our focus is on the completion of the projects. However, the problem that remains is the issue of interfaces,

GM-MAGAZINE:

especially with regard to existing systems. Unfortuna-

´ Thank you very much.´

5 GAMMERLERTECH.CORPORATION

Combined forces
For growing capacities in North America

What belonged together once has now been reunited
for the benefit of our customers in North America.

adapation to current circumstances and provide fresh

This is our response to the worldwide changes on the
print market, enabling us to set the future course of the
brand Gämmerler on the North American continent.

impetus to creativity.

Under the new company name

and the Gammerler (US) Corp, the American sub-

G A M M E R L E R T E C H . C O R P O R AT I O N
we offer customers a wealth of experience from two
leading companies, an expanded product portfolio with
optimum technologies and a comprehensive range of
services, including the integrated support for existing
customers and the competent consultancy for potential customers. It is our firm commitment to serve the
North American market and to continue the sustainable strengthening of Gämmerler’s leading position.

The new company GammerlerTech Corporation is the result of the merger between the former GammTech. Corp.
sidiary company of the German Gämmerler GmbH.
Customers will profit from gained knowledge and new
findings with positive effects will soon become evident.
Gunter Gämmerler, ‘returning to his roots’, will manage the new company as CEO. Joe Jastrzebski takes
over the position of the Area Sales Manager and Mark
Legac is the Head of Sales and Marketing - three individuals for whom the North American market is not
an unknown territory, but who have been familiar with

Synergy effects represent a mutual benefit; besides the

the innovations, developments and fluctuations on the

chance of growth they allow a faster and more intense

print market for decades.

from left to right: Erich Wirthwein, Dr. Michael Schwarzer, Joe Jastrzebski, Gunter Gämmerler

EXPOPRINT 2018 BRAZIL 6

ExpoPrint 2018 - Brazil
The Hightech Event for the Printing Industry in Latin
America - A Full Success!

Gämmerler, Planatol System GmbH and Hugo Beck

our important longstanding customers came to see
us on the joint booth of E+S Gämmerler, Planatol and
Hugo Beck. The show was also an occasion to establish new contacts with potential customers from Chile,
Peru and Bolivia with whom we discussed current projects which are being followed up.
More than 50.000 international visitors from Latin

The video-presentation of Gämmerler’s latest complex

America and other parts of the world once again pro-

postpress installation in Europe attracted the visitors

ved that the ExpoPrint is Latin America’s greatest and

and produced greatest interest in our large range of

most important exhibition, a show where business is

products and the innovations we are offering.

done!

‚From name to brand‘, this dictum applies to Gämmer-

Being leaders on the Latin-American printing market

ler also in Latin America and there is no doubt, that

the participation in the ExpoPrint was for Gämmerler

further interesting postpress projects will be realized in

a real must. Numerous trade visitors and of course all

near future.

7 LOG STACKER SH700

Perfect Logs in Offsetand Gravure Printing
The Log Stacker SH700

The Gämmerler log stackers, no matter if horizontal or
vertical, can look back on a long history. Having installed
nearly two hundred such installations, one may think
that we now ‘rest on our laurels.‘
On the contrary, empowered by innovation we are continuously busy to perfect our machines. This concept,
that has proven very successful for our compensating
stacker, has for a number of years been applied to the
field of log stacking.

Strapped log

The highly motivated and experienced Gämmerler engineer-team developed a log stacker, impressing by its

the possibility of tracking and closing gaps in the shing-

numerous technical details, which allow a perfect flow

led stream prior to its separation.

between press and bindery to ensure the production of
correct logs for reliable and easy finishing processes.

Optimization of the endboard magazine and an even
more user-friendly operation are just two of the results

At this point we want to refer to our ‘IGC‘ (Intelligent

of the latest developments. The gentle transport of the

Gap Closing Technology), a technical subtlety, creating

shingle with just one single divert and the technique,

Horizontal log stacker SH700

LOG STACKER SH700 8

Infeed area with Laser counter

proven a hundred times, of stacking the log contrary
to the running direction of the printed product without
the necessity of turning the product, allows a perfect
log production with a minimum footprint of the machine. Input of all retrievable parameters is effected at the
large-size, clearly structured touch panel with graphic

Numerous options, such a slipsheet feeder, a pallet
transport system and a pallet dispenser allow to increase
the flexibility of the palletizer PL700.

support , allowing perfect transparency of the produc-

As an alternative there is the possibility to palletize logs

tion processes with maximum ease of operation.

as well as bundles by means of our articulated-arm ro-

In particular for the horizontal log stacker SH700 Gäm-

bot PR480 with automated gripper change system.

merler has developed the palletizing module PL700

And last but not least, that two World Religions have

which ensures perfect palletizing of the finished logs.

recently decided to invest in a combination of a Gäm-

Due to precisely matching electrical and mechanical

merler log stacker SH700 and palletizer PL700, subs-

interfaces, the PL700 optimally harmonizes with the

tantiates once again the unique characteristics in this

SH700.

product segment.

Pressing unit with strapping duct

9 G-CONNECT SMART-SERVICES

HMI Human Machine Interface of a plant control

Intelligent Production
A Hot Topic

Thus we can initiate the next phase of automation in
´ How to face the rapid and revolutionary development

the form of ´ Smart Services´ emphasizing that our focus

of the digital transformation and what are the possible

is not on exuberant meaningless marketing phrases, but

advantages in particular for smaller and medium-sized

on really useful application tools offering the customer

companies?´ This issue, addressed by a select commit-

a real benefit.

tee including Mr. Wirthwein and initiated by the acatech
in Berlin in 2017 has been for Gämmerler as well a hot
topic for a long time.

The specific concern is the reduction of spare parts and
service expenses by taking preventive measures. In regular intervals sensors or simple pop-up windows will

Since drupa 2016 Gämmerler has followed and contin-

indicate that necessary maintenance procedures are re-

uously developed the path of consequently realizing the

quired, e.g. cleaning or lubricating of axial adjusting ele-

G-Connect Modular Structure. In particular the modules

ments, the compulsory exchange of parts or the request

G-Adjust and G-Tour have passed their ´ baptism of fire´

for a service technician to maintain the equipment’s op-

being successfully launched on the market.

timum condition.

G-CONNECT SMART-SERVICES 10

Various modes for the intelligent processing of a
One of the most important tools of the G-Connect
Modules is G-Tour for the individualisation of a
print production. As Gämmerler ´ Routing Program´,
it has been used already for a long time meeting the
customers‘ demand to have the bundles ´ at the
right place at the right time.´
G-Tour is applied in particular for newspaper production. Especially the combination with topsheet
printer and corresponding tracking ensures an uninterrupted monitoring of the processes for an individual copy-specific bundle structure.

tour, consisting of diverse routes and unloading
points, are striking features of the G-Tour software; stacking of standard and odd bundles or in
accordance with the unloading order are possible
as well.
The system easy to operate for a preprogrammed
production consequently realizes the demand for
automatic logistic solutions in the field of postpress.
In addition to the already completed stages of
development of the G-Connect module structure
mentioned above, further extension stages are

Using an XML interface the production can take

being worked on parallelly; G-Track for statistical

over all relevant shipping data, whereby the soft-

analyses with regard to the economic efficiency of

ware allows for an open expandable and indepen-

production and the camera-system G-View will be

dent data structure.

completed in short.

11 GÄMMERLER COMPENSATING STACKER HIGH PERFORMANCE

Gämmerler Compensating Stackers in High Performance Application
´Benchmark on the Stacker Market´

Also with regard to the latest investment processing
of special printed products showed, that in particular
on the 96-page press there was some possibility of optimizing the compensating stackers. Gämmerler faced
the problem and after comprehensive tests a significant
increase of productivity was achieved. The result was
´ Drukkerij Em. de Jong and compensating stackers =

so impressing, that Em. de Jong immediately decided

Gämmerler´ . Anyhow all printing presses are equipped

to invest in five machines specially configured for the

with Gämmerler compensating stackers. also their la-

customer.

test investment, the 96-page presses. The reasons are
justified, because Gämmerler machines have become
a ´ benchmark´ on the stacker market. Especially when
connected to high performance web presses in 24/7
operation the ´ wheat is separated from the chaff´ .

The Koninklijke Drukkerij Em. de Jong, founded in 1906
by Tjeerd de Jong, is a family business in the fourth generation. Em.de Jong and the affiliates Mercator Press,
Janssen/Pers Rotatiedruk, Jungfer, Kampert-Nauta as
well as shares of Casterman and Dessain are ranking

Due to their first class quality, reliability, their perfor-

among the most renowned players in the European

mance, the gentle stacking process and many options

printing industry. The customer’s main sales countries

the Gämmerler compensating stackers are a ´ must have´

are the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France and

for Em. de Jong and its numerous affiliates.

England.

Koninklijke Drukkerij Em. de Jong

´ You can see the difference´
Gämmerler High-Precision Compensating Stacker

´Compensating Stacker KL 560´ Turntable-Adjustment

13 OFFSET CO IRAN

Education Iran’s Major Topic

Since the foundation in 1957 schoolbooks have
been the main business of OPI. After the Islamic
It is in no way an exaggeration to declare that Offset

Revolution in 1979 and a significant population

Press Inc. (OPI) is the most renowned company for

growth, education became the subject of highest

digital and offset printing in Iran. The large range of

priority in Iran. OPI seized this opportunity and in-

products, from schoolbooks to newspapers, having

vested in machines and installations, to be able to

been developed, realized and constantly expanded,

meet the increasing demand for educational materi-

has established and consolidated the reputation of

al. Today the printing volume of OPI for schoolbooks

OPI to be the most important printer of the Middle

is at approximately 55 million and 45 million for

East.

school magazines.

Schoolbooks

OFFSET CO IRAN 14

Offset Press company building in Tehran

Creativity, flexibility and OPI’s high risk tolerance allowed the expansion of the product range; besides
its main business, the schoolbooks, OPI produces
school magazines, books, newspapers and maga-

factors, reasons that the customer decided to invest
in a Gämmerler horizontal log stacker type SH700 to
be connected to the Euroman press with A3 and A4
folder deliveries.

zines on its numerous sheet fed and web presses.

The log stacker SH700, impressing by many techni-

Also the exemplary cooperation between the Ma-

cal details, which allow a perfect process flow be-

nagement and the highly motivated employees has

tween the press and the bindery, ensures stacking

significantly contributed to the success of OPI.

of correct logs for smooth and reliable processing

For a long time Offset Press Inc. has used the com-

in the bindery.

pensating stackers produced by Gämmerler and is

The new order for this excellent and highly estee-

aware of the solid quality and reliability of these

med customer will certainly contribute to the inten-

machines. These were, along with other crucial

sification of our business relations with Iran.

15 GÄMMERLER IN GELTING MODERNIZATION

Gämmerler in Gelting
Modernization

In time for the 40-year jubilee, Gämmerler has started a large-scale investment program.
In addition to our various new developments in machinery and software solutions, extensive constructional measures have been put into action at the
company’s property in Geretsried-Gelting.
This includes new offices, fire detection system of
latest technology, a new alarm system, new footbridges and terraces, new building signs and modifications of the assembly- and shipping area.
The work will be completed by the beginning of
2019, ensuring Gammerler is optimally prepared
for the future challenges and re-orientation.
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sends best wishes to its affiliate Gämmerler
celebrating the 40-years company anniversary

We would like to thank our suppliers and partners for the pleasant and
successful cooperation during the past years.
Due to their high-quality products they have made a major contribution
to the success of Gämmerler.

